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Work History

• Research Scientist III (Web3, Distributed Systems) in Software and Data Systems Research, Nokia Bell Labs,

Strategy and Technology, Nokia USA (July 2022 - Ongoing)

• Research Scientist III in Radio Interface and Access Group, Nokia Standards, Strategy and Technology, Nokia

USA (June 2022 - June 2022)

• Research Scientist II in Radio Interface and Access Group, Nokia Standards, Strategy and Technology, Nokia

USA (January 2022 - May 2022)

• Research Scientist II in Radio Interface Group, Nokia Standards, Strategy and Technology, Nokia USA (April

2021 - December 2021)

• Research Scientist II in Radio Interface Group, Nokia Bell Labs, Nokia USA (October 2020 - April 2021)

• Graduate Research Assistant, Purdue University (August 2015 - May 2017, August 2017 - May 2018, Jan -

May 2019, June - October 2020)

Education

• Ph.D. in Computer Science at Purdue University, West Lafayette.

Advisor: Prof. Y. Charlie Hu. Aug’ 15 - Oct (Dec)’ 20

• B.Tech. in Computer Science & Engineering from IIT Guwahati. Jul’11 - May’15

President’s Gold Medal awardee

. Dr. Shankar Dayal Sharma Gold Medal constituted in honour of a past Indian president.

Research Experience & Projects

•Fulltime Researcher at Nokia & Bell Labs

Team: Decentralized and Blockchain-based Systems Research Group Jul’ 22 - Ongoing

I am part of the team responsible for setting up a new department on decentralized systems. I have worked on identifying

relevant problems in the domain and I am also leading efforts on executing some of these projects. My focus is on the

use of location services in decentralized systems, Inter-blockchain communication and using decentralized systems for

communication network. Along with the research, I also actively participated in hiring for team expansion, and I am

also mentoring two academic collaborative projects with Ph.D. students.

•Fulltime Researcher at Nokia & Bell Labs

Team: Nokia Standards (Telecommunications) Nov’ 20 - Jun’ 22

I worked on AI/ML based approaches for real-time configuration and channel state updates for 5G/6G networks. I have

one paper and two interanlly pending patent applications in this. Another of my focus was to optimize and develop

internal simulators. These simulators were developed in C++, Python and Matlab. I also worked on a ORAN Fronthaul

project.

•Exploiting the spatial dimension of big data jobs for efficient cluster job scheduling, Purdue, USA

Advisor: Prof. Y.Charlie Hu, Professor, Purdue University Sep’ 15 - July’ 20

This project was part of my Ph.D. thesis. Here we presented the first study that highlights spatial dimension, an

inherent property of distributed jobs, and underscores its importance in efficient cluster jobscheduling. We develop two

new classes of spatial dimension based algorithms to address the two primary challenges of cluster scheduling. I have

publications in USENIX NSDI, ATC and HotCloud & ACM CoNEXT & IEEE ToCC and ToN from this project.

•Summer Internship at Google, Mountainview/Sunnyvale

Team: NetArch May-Aug’17

I worked with a team which focuses on optimizing and scaling Google’s public network’s infrastructure. During the

internship, along with many advanced Google technologies, I got insight into working of Map-Reduce and distributed

jobs by using the internal version of the Google’s Cloud Dataflow and Borg.

Patents

•I have four patents from my current job role under progress. In my previous role at Nokia, I submitted two invention

reports, which Nokia decided not to file as a patent, however, Nokia has kept that as a protected invention internally.
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Citations

• I have three first-authored papers with 10+ citations on google scholar.

• As of now, I have 55 citations in total on google scholar.

• Mywork has been cited by researchers from USA, China, Japan and Europe, etc.

• I have received query about my work and dataset used from multiple people.

Publications (USENIX NSDI, IEEE ToN, IEEE ToCC, USENIX ATC, ACM CoNEXT, IEEE WCNC)

•SLearn (A Case for Task Sampling based Learning for Cluster Job Scheduling), USENIX NSDI 2022

Authors: Akshay Jajoo, Y. Charlie Hu, Xiaojun Lin, Nan Deng (Google)

The ability to accurately estimate job runtime properties allows a scheduler to effectively schedule jobs. State-of-the-

art online cluster job schedulers use history-based learning, which uses past job execution information to estimate the

runtime properties of newly arrived jobs. However, with fast-paced development in cluster technology (in both hard-

ware and software) and changing user inputs, job runtime properties can change over time, which lead to inaccurate

predictions. In this paper, we explore the potential and limitation of real-time learning of job runtime properties, by

proactively sampling and scheduling a small fraction of the tasks of each job. Such a task-sampling-based approach

exploits the similarity among runtime properties of the tasks of the same job and is inherently immune to changing

job behavior. Our analytical and experimental analysis of 3 production traces with different skew and job distribution

shows that learning in space can be substantially more accurate. Our simulation and testbed evaluation on Azure of

the two learning approaches anchored in a generic job scheduler using 3 production cluster job traces shows that despite

its online overhead, learning in space reduces the average Job Completion Time (JCT) by 1.28×, 1.56×, and 1.32×
compared to the prior-art history-based predictor. Finally, we show how sampling-based learning can be extended to

schedule DAG jobs and achieve similar speedups over the prior-art history-based predictor.

•A Case for Sampling-Based Learning Techniques in Coflow Scheduling, IEEE ToN 2021

Authors: Akshay Jajoo, Y. Charlie Hu, Xiaojun Lin

In this paper we peform detailed analysis on Philae, including studying error-correction for sampling based mechanisms,

impact on reducing network error of such scheduling.

•Philae (Your Coflow has Many Flows: Sampling them for Fun and Speed), USENIX ATC 2019

Authors: Akshay Jajoo, Y. Charlie Hu, Xiaojun Lin

Coflow is a networking abstraction. A group of flows sharing a common end goal are termed as Coflow. State-of-the-art

online coflow schedulers in essence approximate the classic Shortest-Job-First (SJF) scheduling by learning the coflow

size online. In particular, they use multiple priority queues to sieve long coflows from short coflows, and to schedule

short coflows with high priorities. Such a mechanism pays high overhead in learning the coflow size. We propose Philae,

a new online coflow scheduler that exploits the spatial dimension of coflows, i.e., a coflow has many flows, to drastically

reduce the overhead of coflow size learning. Philae pre-schedules sampled flows of each coflow and uses their sizes to

estimate the average flow size of the coflow.

•SLearn: A Case for Task Sampling based Learning for Cluster Job Scheduling, IEEE ToCC 2022

Authors: Akshay Jajoo, Y. Charlie Hu, Xiaojun Lin, Nan Deng (Google)

In this paper we peform detailed analysis of SLearn, including studying impact of cluster load on performance of sam-

pling based scheduling. We also provide intuitive explanations and deep insights (which readers can visualize) for why

our proposed approach works well.

•Saath: Speeding up CoFlows by Exploiting the Spatial Dimension, ACM CoNEXT 2017

Authors: Akshay Jajoo, Rohan Gandhi, Y. Charlie Hu, Cheng-Kok Koh

Prior Coflow schedulers approximate the classic online Shortest-Job-First (SJF) scheduling by using a global scheduler

to sort Coflows into multiple priority queues, and a local scheduler at each network port to schedule the local flows

of Coflows in each priority queue using FIFO. Such a division of the scheduling suffers two problems: (1) The flows

of a Coflow may suffer the out-of-sync problem – they may be scheduled at different times and become drifting apart,

negatively affecting the Coflow completion time (CCT); (2) FIFO scheduling of flows at each port bears no notion of

SJF, leading to suboptimal CCT. Saath is an online Coflow scheduler that overcomes the above drawbacks by explicitly

exploiting the spatial dimension of Coflows.

•Deep Learning-based Channel State Information Prediction with Incomplete History, IEEE WCNC 2022

•Graviton: Twisting space and time to speedup CoFlows, USENIX HotCloud 2016

Authors: Akshay Jajoo, Rohan Gandhi, Y. Charlie Hu

Graviton provides proof of the concept that how by taking spatial dimension of Coflows into account we can improve

Coflow completion time significantly. We have shown that width, number of different ports involved, is a very strong
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and significant indicator of optimal Coflow ordering.

Technical Committees, Judge/Reviewer role, and Guest Speaker:

• Technical Program Committee member for IEEE DAPPS 2023, IEEE LANMAN 2023, IEEE ICNP 2023, 2022 and

2021.

• Reviewer for Bell Labs Prize 2023.

• Research and Project mentor on university courses at Boston University and Purdue University.

• Reviewer for IEEE ToCC, IEEE ToN, IEEE TSC, IFIP Networking, MDPI.

• Session chair and shepherd for IEEE ICNP 2021 and 2022.

• Serving on Ph.D. committees and assisting with Masters projects.

• Several invited talks at universities and industry forum in and outside US. Some prominent ones are like from Institute

Colloquim at IIT Mandi.

• Held membership of professional societies: IEEE, ACM, ISSA, CERIAS.

• Senator at Purdue Graduate Student Govt. & member of Computer Science Graduate Student Board for two terms.

Awards and Recognitions

• Awarded with Dr. Shankar Dayal Sharma Gold Medal at IIT Guwahati.

This medal is awarded to a graduating student adjudged to be the best in terms of general proficiency including character,

conduct and excellence in academic performance, extra-curricular activities and social service.

• Graduate school research fellowship in summer 2020 at Purdue (award during Ph.D.).

Only 7 among all graduate students in computer science department got this award. 120 among all gradu-

ate students of Purdue.

• Recipient of prestigious Charpak Research scholarship for a research internship in France.

• Recipient of prestigious DAAD-WISE scholarship for a research internship in Germany.

• Finalist Honda YES award 2013 - 2014.

• Tuition waiver for 4 consecutive years to pursue B.Tech at IIT.

Past Research Experiences & Projects

•Designing a Communication System at TIMA Laboratory, France

Advisor: Prof. Raoul Velazco, Professor, TIMA Laboratory Jun-Aug’15

Designed and developed a communication system using Arduino processor which provides communication via 3G be-

tween one of the experimental FPGA board, and webserver. Also developed the webserver and a user friendly website

for managing the experiment.

•Poselets for human pose and motion estimation, MMC Lab, Germany

Advisor: Prof. Rainer Lienhart, Institut für Informatik, Universität Augsburg May-Jul’14

Automated the process of creating random poselets and positive & negative samples for it, implemented and used pro-

crustes distance to compare images closeness. Proposed use of β(2, 2) distribution for human poselets selection instead

of uniform distribution. I developed a python package to implement this process.

•Internet Traffic Classification (BTP), IIT Guwahati

Advisor: Dr. T. Venkatesh, Asst. Professor, Dept. of CSE, IIT Guwahati Aug’14-Apr’15

Identified features to classify HTTP (& HTTPS) traffic from flows using other protocols. Implemented LCPSVM in

MATLAB for classification. Compared to normal SVM our approach acheived Upto 15% better classification.

•Formulating random algorithm for community detection in graphs, IIT BHU

Advisor: Prof. K.K. Shukla, Professor, Dept.of CE, IIT BHU May-Jul’12

Worked on developing a random algorithm to find the shortest path between two nodes of a graph and to cluster objects

of similar type in the given data.

Technical Skills

Programming Languages: Python, Java, C++, C, Javascript

Technical Tools and Libraries: Substrate, Flutter, Tensorflow, Azure, SQL, GIS, An-

droid
Operating Systems: Ubuntu, Windows

Application Softwares: VIM editor, MS Office, ArcGIS, Android Studio,

Eclipse, LATEX
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